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GENERAL SIGNAGE FAQ.
What type of signs do you make?
We can make most types of signs on a wide variety of materials. 

Can you make a customised sign?
Yes, just contact us with your specific requirements.

Do you provide proofs?
Yes, once you place an order we can provide a proof. 

How much does it cost?
Each sign is different, the cost depends on materials used, print 
process and how many you want? We can quickly quote you.

Do you install?
No sorry.

Do your signs conform to standards?
Yes, specifications and colours for our signs and stickers are 
produced in accordance to AS1319:1994 

Can you print from my own artwork.
Yes we can print from your files (see 'Supplying Artwork Guide').  
Note: conformity and compliance becomes client responsibility.

I don't have any artwork.
Simple artwork is free of charge, more complex artwork may incur 
an artwork fee, you will be notified in advance.

How quick can you produce my sign?
Most signs and stickers in our catalogue we keep in stock nationally. 
If your sticker is uncommon or customised allow 3-5 working days.

How long do your signs last?
This highly depends on where the sign is installed. Indoors, out of 
direct sunlight minimum 5+ years. Outside in direct sunlight 1-3 
years before the sign will start to fade. We can also laminate signs to 
protect and extend their life by an additional 1-2 years. 

Can you make signs same day?
Yes, we offer a same day turnaround and also a next day service, 
additional costs apply, speak to your local representative. 

Does your cost include GST?
No, please add 10% GST onto all prices.

Does your cost include freight?
No, but we can provide a freight quote or you can collect direct.

PLASTIC SIGNS
& ANGLED SIGNS

About our plastic signs...

COMMON USES: Extinguisher, Fire Blanket, Location, Hose Reel, 
Warning, Hydrant, Sprinkler, ID, Alarm & WIP Signs etc..
FlameStop offer a range of flat plastic signs and angled signs which are thicker and more rigid. 
Angle signs are perfect for perpendicular installations where visibility is a priority from both 
directions.

What are your plastic signs made 
from?
Our flat plastic signs are made from a high quality, 
white, 0.6mm rigid PVC sheet material. 
The angled signs are made from thicker 1mm rigid 
PVC sheet material.

How are they printed?
Our popular selling plastic signs are screen printed. 
Customised or short run sign orders are printed 
using state-of-the-art UV-LED technology.

How do I install plastic signs?
Dependent on the location, surface and durability 
requirements, plastic signs can be installed using 
the following methods: (We recommend the screw 
method for angled sign installations).
• Acrylic, foam or UHB double sided tape
• Silicone or construction adhesive 

(e.g. liquid nails)
• Direct mounted with any self tapping, button, 

rounded or flat headed screws
• Adhesive Velcro mounting
• Stand-off mounts

Do I need lamination?
Over laminating your signs will help protect against 
scratches, harsh weather as well extending UV 
life. Laminating adds approximately 1-2 years and 
produces a more durable ‘outdoor’ sign.

What sizes can I have?
Any size small or large, there are no limits.

Can you make reflective plastic signs?
Yes, we can mount reflective safety class 1 & 2 
vinyl onto any plastic sign.

Are your signs double sided?
Our standard flat signs are printed on one side only. 
Our angle signs are printed on both sides.

Are your signs waterproof?

Yes, our signs can be exposed to water and wiped 
clean. (Chlorine may discolour signs over time).

Is PVC plastic durable?
PVC is resistant to acid, alkali and almost all 
inorganic chemicals. It is rigid and tough, but will 
crack if impacted hard.

Will my plastic sign go yellow?
No, but PVC will generally weather over time. There 
will be some printed discolouration over time.

Will my plastic sign warp?
If subjected to excessive weather/heat, any PVC 
sign will warp especially over time. If the location 
of the sign is situated in a harsh environment, we 
recommend a more durable laminated ACM sign.

Do your plastic signs come with any 
fixings or tape?
No, as we do not know where these signs are to 
be installed, no fixings or tape are included.

Can I add my logo or contact info?
Yes, on customised sign orders.

Plastic signs available in a variety of sizes and designs

Rigid white PVC UV stable material

Custom signs available


